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Topics covered in this presentation:

• Evolution of Wireless Technology in Building Services
• Wireless Sensor Network Topologies
• Wireless Sensing vs Wired Sensors
• Security Issues For Wireless Networks
• Example Wireless Networks and Communications 

Protocols
• Advantages and Disadvantages of Using Wireless 

Networks for Building Services



Evolution of Wireless Technology
in Building Services



1887

Heinrich Hertz Publishes First
Paper on Electromagnetic Waves

1897

Guglielmo Marconi Broadcasts 
Morse Code a Distance of 6km

1997

Introduction of the 802.11 Wireless 
Communication Standard - Wi-Fi

2003

First Zigbee standard
Published

2008

Approximate Year of Inception
For the Internet of Things - IOT

Development of Digital Wireless Communications



Wireless Sensor Networks

• Drivers for The Development of Wireless Sensing
– Reduced Installation Costs
– Flexibility and Ease of Future Modifications
– Applications Where Hard-Wiring is Impractical
– Temporary Installations



Wireless Sensor Networks

• Issues to Overcome
– Battery Life
– Transmission Distance
– Reliability of Communications
– Interference
– Environment Issues e.g. Building Construction Type



The Internet of Things

• ”Things” Refers to Machines or Instruments
• Data From Small Devices is Now Available via The Internet
• Wireless Technologies Lend Themselves IOT Applications:

– Direct Connection Over Wi-Fi
– Direct Connection Over 3G/4G Mobile Data Networks
– Connection Over a Local Low-Powered Wireless Network to a Hub

• By Making Data Available on the Internet Wireless Sensor 
Networks Have No Geographical Limitations



Wireless Sensor Network
Topologies



Point to Point Topology

• Sensors Transmit Data to a Single 
Receiver Unit

• Low Tech, Low Cost Solution

• No Error Capture.  Data is 
Transmitted at Regular Intervals and 
Assumed to be received.



Point to Point Topology

• Sensors Transmit Data to a Single 
Receiver Unit.

• Low Tech, Low Cost Solution.

• No Error Capture.  Data is 
Transmitted at Regular Intervals and 
Assumed to be received.

• Multiple sensors can communicate 
with a single base station.



Star Topology
• Still a point-to-point technology but 

typically refers to systems where 
sensors have transmit and receive 
functionality.

• Data is requested, transmitted and 
acknowledged.

• Allows for retransmission of 
requests in the event of a receive 
error.

• Does not offer resilience from 
interference or base station failure.



Self Healing Tree
• Sensors communicate directly with a 

base station or via routers.

• Fully acknowledged messages.

• Sensors are “aware” of their 
connectivity status.



Self Healing Tree
• Sensors communicate directly with a 

base station or via routers.

• Fully acknowledged messages.

• Sensors are “aware” of their 
connectivity status.

• If a router becomes unavailable a 
new signal path to the base station 
will be sought.

• Router to router communications 
are possible if required.



Mesh Network
• Any node can act as a router.

• Offers the highest level of network 
resilience.

• Nodes typically require additional 
power for routing functionality.

• Each node senses its nearest 
neighbour to ensure delivery of 
sensed values.



Selecting a Network Topology

• The network topology will depend upon the application.
• Broadly speaking it is best to use routed communications 

where system messages are acknowledged as received.
• However, the following should be considered:

– Sensor battery life
– Ability to provide power to routers
– Existing sensor network technology at the location
– Distance between nodes and building structure



Wireless Sensing
vs Wired Sensing



New Installation Feasibility Case

• Although typically considered for retrofit applications, a 
properly planned wireless sensor network can provide cost 
savings and system flexibility.



New Installation Feasibility Case
• Site survey for RF suitability is key to a successful deployment.
• Router placement is an important factor to consider to ensure 

as much coverage and resilience as possible.
Unit Cost Total Unit Cost  Total Cost

  Temperature sensor 10 £12.00 £120.00 £45.00 £450.00
  Wiring (m) 500 £0.40 £200.00 £0.00
  Wiring installation (Hours) 32 £24.00 £768.00 £0.00

  Wireless Router 5 £0.00 £55.00 £275.00
  Wireless Receiver 1 £0.00 £180.00 £180.00
  Wired sensor installation (Hours) 3.5 £24.00 £84.00 £0.00
  Wireless sensor installation (Hours) 3.5 £0.00 £25.00 £87.50
  Wired sensor commissioning (Hours) 2 £40.00 £80.00 £0.00
  RF surveying (Hours) 4 £0.00 £25.00 £100.00
  Wireless receiver configuration (Hours) 2 £0.00 £40.00 £80.00
  Total cost £1,252.00 £1,172.50
  Cost per sensor (Installed) £125.20 £117.25

Peripheral Item Qty
Wired Design  Wireless Design



System Extension Feasibility Case

• Once installed, a properly designed wireless sensor network 
provides unparalleled ease of system modification along with 
cost benefits.



System Extension Feasibility Case
• Add a new sensor.
• Configure the system.

Unit Cost Total Unit Cost  Total Cost
  Temperature sensor 2 £12.00 £24.00 £45.00 £90.00
  Wiring (m) 60 £0.40 £24.00 £0.00
  Wiring installation (Hours) 8 £24.00 £192.00 £0.00

  Wireless Router 0 £0.00 £55.00 £0.00
  Wireless Receiver 0 £0.00 £180.00 £0.00
  Wired sensor installation (Hours) 0.5 £24.00 £12.00 £0.00
  Wireless sensor installation (Hours) 0.5 £0.00 £25.00 £12.50
  Wired sensor commissioning (Hours) 0.5 £40.00 £20.00 £0.00
  RF surveying (Hours) 0 £0.00 £25.00 £0.00
  Wireless receiver configuration (Hours) 0.5 £0.00 £40.00 £20.00
  Total cost £272.00 £122.50
  Cost per sensor (Installed) £136.00 £61.25

Peripheral Item Qty
Wired Design  Wireless Design



Security Issues
With Wireless Sensing



Wireless Sensor Network Security
• Data transmitted over the air can be intercepted.
• The level of security required is application specific.

• Encrypt data
• Secure routers and base 

stations to prevent 
unauthorised upstream 
access.

• Use secure passwords and 
policies.



Wireless Sensor
Network Examples



Point to Point Topology

• Typically legacy systems though 
some low-cost variants are still 
available

• Earlier technology was quite energy 
inefficient and battery life was 
usually less than one year.



Star Topology
• Although capable of more advanced 

communication, Wi-Fi is often 
implemented as a star topology.

• Wi-Fi offers extended range, embedded 
security and the ability to directly 
communicate with other IoT devices.

• Wi-Fi permits communications routing if 
required and the ability to integrate 
directly with existing infrastructure.

• Devices require a relatively large 
amount of power and are not suitable 
for battery operation.



Mesh Topology
• Zigbee and Z-Wave technology are typically used for 

home automation but broader applications.

• Both offer devices which provide both functionality 
and message routing capabilities.

• Mesh devices often require more power for routing 
lending themselves well to applications such as 
smart light bulbs.  However, Zigbee and Z-Wave have 
both been developed specifically for use with
low-powered devices.

• Mesh networks of this type are often attached to a 
wide area network (e.g. Wi-Fi) via a communication 
gateway. 



Self Healing Tree
• Often the most appropriate solution 

for commercial applications.

• Systems such as the Sontay SoNet
wireless solution use a combination 
of battery powered sensors and 
powered routers.

• Powering the self-healing tree 
ensures range is not compromised 
and battery life is preserved at the 
sensors.



Enocean Self-Powered Sensors
• Enocean is an open protocol for 

wireless sensor networks where the 
end devices derive their own energy 
from the environment.

• Devices such as sensors use solar cells 
to provide energy for the extremely 
low-powered RF transmitter.

• Switches typically harness the kinetic 
energy of the switch to send messages 
to the base station or router.

• Devices have a limited range but 
battery replacement is not necessary.



BACnet
• BACnet is the most widely adopted 

standard for building automation 
networks.

• The BACnet standard requires 
messages to be sent over an approved 
media type.

• The standard permits BACnet over IP, 
providing a means for communication 
of Wi-Fi and transmission of BACnet 
messages over a Zigbee mesh network.

• This allows wireless smart sensors to 
connect directly to a BACnet network.



Wireless Sensors and The Internet of Things
• The Internet of Things refers to 

machine to machine 
communication.

• Sensors are the eyes and ears of 
the IoT.

• Wireless sensors with capability 
to connect directly to The 
Internet and communicate using 
protocols such as MQTT permit 
remote systems to access and 
use their data without the need 
for gateways or other devices.



Wireless Sensors and The Internet of Things
• Wireless sensors with capability 

to connect directly to The 
Internet and communicate using 
protocols such as MQTT permit 
remote systems to access and 
use their data without the need 
for gateways or other devices.



Advantages and Disadvantages
of Wireless Sensor Networks



Advantages of Wireless Networks

• Reduction in wiring and associated installation costs.
• Automatic communication resilience with routed 

technologies.
• Rapid deployment and ease of installation particularly for 

retrofit applications.
• Highly suited to applications where wiring is difficult, e.g. 

listed/heritage buildings.



Disadvantages of Wireless Networks

• Higher capital cost for equipment.
• Signals are subject to attenuation and interference.
• Long distances between sensors and base stations may 

require multiple routers to ensure proper connectivity.
• Most sensors are battery powered and therefore require 

additional maintenance.



Summary

• Wireless sensing networks offer resilience and flexibility when 
designing a building management system.

• They are especially well suited to installations where wiring is 
undesirable; a good example being heritage sites or listed 
buildings.

• Beyond that they offer the scope for reduced total cost of 
ownership particularly where space configurations change 
such as office partitioning.

• The application will dictate the most suitable type of sensors 
and network topology.



Questions

Thank you!


